FORESTRY VALUE BASED TOOL @ SW4SW 2019

UPSKILLED TO IMPLEMENT STEWARDSHIP ON COMMUNAL LAND

VOTED ‘MOST MEMORABLE’ BLU QPM

The SAFAS values based tool aimed at sustainable forest
management land certification, was presented at the
‘Sustainable Wood for a Sustainable World’ (SW4SW) Regional Dialogue in Africa. 29 –30 October. READ MORE

The Biodiversity Stewardship community of practice prioritise
building their capacity to undertaken biodiversity on communal
land which saw workshops taking place in KwaZulu Natal and
Pretoria respectively. READ MORE

‘Its not the destination that is important it’s the journey that
counts.’ However for participants attending the BLU QPM both
the journey to Mariepskop as well as arriving at the top of
Mariepskop was …priceless. READ MORE

MAKING THE CASE FOR INVESTING IN MUNICIPAL EI

BDS FACTSHEET: A TOOL FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

SANBI’S BLU is leading on the development of an addendum
to support municipalities to integrate biodiversity into land
use schemes such as the Integrated Development Plans and
Spatial Development Frameworks. READ MORE

The EICF approved for implementation in Ehlanzeni, uMgungundlovu and Cape Winelands District Municipalities, aims to
create jobs whilst improving the functioning of valuable ecological infrastructure. READ MORE

A Biodiversity Stewardship (BDS) factsheet geared specifically
towards communities have been developed to showcase how
BDS can stimulate rural development by diversifying rural livelihood options. READ MORE

GUIDELINE AIMS TO ENSURE SUSTAINABLE AGRI USE
Regulatory authorities co-developed biodiversity sector
guidelines aimed at improving land use regulation of the
clearance of indigenous vegetation for legal and illegal agricultural activities in the region of Ehlanzeni. READ MORE

WCBSP AVAILABLE IN MORE ACCESSIBLE FORMAT
The 2017 WCBSP is now available in an eight page summary
overview; aimed at a broad user group including landowners,
ward councilors, and environmental practitioners in government
and civil society. READ MORE

SA’S FIRST LANDSCAPE FINANCE COALITION LAUNCHED
Wilderness Foundation Africa and WWF South Africa joined
hands to launch SA’s first Sustainable Landscape Finance Coalition aimed at addressing the financial needs of sustainable
conservation landscapes across the country. READ MORE

ADDENDUM SUPPORTS INTEGRATION OF BD INTO LUS

NOTE: Please send an email to m.martin@sanbi.org.za if you would like to be added to or removed from the Biodiversity and Land Use Project mailing list.

